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WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., MAY 12, 1966 No. 25 
Poetess Marianne Moore 
To Read, Comment on Work 
J udy Symon '67 aa Ml1tre11 Ford, George Kirwin as Sir John Falstaff, 
a nd Linda Riebel '67 as Mistress Paoe in a scere frnm "The Merry 
Wives of Windsor," to be performed Friday and Saturday, May 13 and 
14, in Alumnae Hall. 
Theater Group To Present 
~Merry Wives Of Windsor' 
Miss Marianne Moore, one of the 
most famous and distinguished of 
American poets, will read and com· 
m~nl on l:er OW!l work in Alumnae 
Hall on Tuesday, May 17, at 8 p.m. 
She has not visited Wellesley for rtl· 
most Len years. 
Miss Moore's poetry is marked by 
its wit, energy, wide allusiveness and 
gniely of spirit. 
She has published many volumes of 
verse and has been widely honored 
fo : her contributions to Americ:m let-
ters, receiving awards from the Gug-
genheim Foundation, the National In-
stitute of Arts and Letters, the Poetry 
Society of America a!ld other organ· 
izations. Miss Moore's poems have 
been heavily anthologized and many 
of them nre recognized mode. n clas-
sics. 
A translation of her poetry into 
French has recently been published 
by Miss Germaine Lafemlle. Profes· 
T he Merry Wives of Windsor, go-between who makes assignations <-or of French. 
Shakespeare's only comedy of con-
1 
for Falstaff with his morklng Gardens with Toads 
temporary life In Elizabethan Eng- "loves." ·'Poetry." one of Mari3 nne Moore's 
land, will be presented lhis Frid~y . The male c·ast, one of the larg~st ) <' t-known works, begins, 
and Saturday evenings ~.t 8 p.m m 111 r~cent years, inrh1cle11 In I• al · 1, too. dislike it: there are things that 
Alumnae Hall by the Wellesley Col· staffs colorful entoura~e : Heesom are· ta t be d 11 th· f'ddl . 1mpor n yon a 1s 1 e. lege Theatre. Haile as his ragged, J>hrase-monger· 1 R d' •t h "th f t 
. ea mg 1 , owever, w1 a per ee 
hy Mn. Barry Sparks. En!!lfah D ept. 
ever Her Birthday Is." David R 
Ferry, chairma!l of the English De· 
partmcnt, has suggested the nature 
of Miss Moore's verse: 
I 
Let her look at a stone: 
The stone becomes an apple, 
The a pple of her eye, 
Nor is it only the stone: 
Her eye becomes a hand 
To hold the apple up, 
Gentle for the mind, 
Which Is the truest eye, 
Kindly to look upon. 
II 
To squeeze from a stone its juice, 
And find how sweet it is, 
I her art's happiness. 
Born in 1887, Marian!le Moore was 
educated at Bryn Mawr College end 
for two years served as acting editor 
of The Dial. She has long been a full-
time 'POCt, but has also figured in the 
news as one of America's most dis-
tinguished baseball fans 'she is an 
.relent supporter of the Dodgers > and, 
recently, as a model in a!l outdoor 
!ml show. 
New Model 
When the Ford Motor Company de-
Miss Martune M~ 
cided, some years ago, to add a-new 
model to its line. Miss Moore was 
invited to submit suggestions for a 
name for the new car. The resulting 
correspondence was published i!1 The 
New Yorker: the poet's suggestions 
were all far more imaginative and 
compelling than the name t "Edsel" l 
which was finally <:hosen. 
Design director Henry E Scctt Ill Ing crony Pistol: Keeton T11rne1· as t t f "t d' 
. , ., con emp or 1 , one 1scovers In bas lnrorpornted features of the F alstaf1 g pal!:'e ; and Peter Haggerty •t fl II I f . 
• • h A" . 1 r h , 1 a er a , a u ace or the genume. Elizabethan theatre structures and Ct e imu el 0 T e Beaux Strata- Th lso · h 
d h f .._,1', c 1 is poem a contams t e famous half-timbered domestic architecture gem an ero o r, s ami le and d · · f . 
P d. ) · h r 1 0 . escr1pt1on o poetry as presentmg in the settings which suggest spec!- er ican as m111e oi;t o t 1e a1 · f . . . . 
. . . · ter Inn. o.r rn~pection "1magmary gardens 
fie scene locales w lthout hindering Other Roles with real toads in them," a character-
JFK Assistant Ken O"'Donnell 
Discusses His White House Job 
the . pell-mell progession or the New to Wellesley is John Cross, izJtion which many critics have since 
play s farcical plot. employed. hy Carolyn fo.\fl!r '69 
Large Ma le Calt who plays .Master Page. Master 
, . Ford, the Jealous hm;band who Birthday Poem The White House staff serves 
Judy Symon 67 and Linda Riebel 1 "searched a hollo~ walnut for his In a poern entitled "For the Birth· "the most Important fuiwtion per-
'67 play the wives that George Klr- Continued on paf?e six I day of Miss Marianne Moore, When- haps in Washington," in the opinion 
win's Falstaff woos with disastrous _ of Kenneth P. O'Donnell, former 
results. Miss Symon most recently H(le<·lal assistant to Presiclent John 
played The Duchess in Anouilh's Black Lectt1res On v1·etnam }<'.Kennedy. Mr. O'Donnell, current-
Leocadia. Miss Riebel was seen this ' ly <l l'andidate for governor of Mass-
fall as Charlotte Goodall in T he 1 c ac·hnsetts, gave Forum's Third An-Night of the Iguana. Sue Taylor '69 ts ontrasts And Progress nnal John F'. Kennedy Memorial 
enacts Mistress Quickly, the busy Letture Monday night in Alumnae 
Class of '70 Hits 
Sum Total of 480 
Hall. by Dor·ulrv Gltmn· '67 I over 
. , · . . · . Mr. O'Donnell described a White 
V1€.nam, from ,he v1ewoomt l)f :t Freedom First H t ff esld t' "only 
d. t. · h d h f h B · T' t. 'od b h ouse s a as a pr en s is mguis .e sop omo~e at er, rig. ne ~ues ion pen ro~g t many conne<·tion with the outside world." 
Gen. Edwm F . Black, is a very com- ~uest1ons ah?ut .the Umted. States He believes wrong information 
Other colleges may find them· plex cou::try of contrasts and of involvement m Vietnam. Brig Gen. I from a staff can lead to \\ rong decl-
selves rooming unsuspecting fresh- .'.!mazing pro~ress, Bri?. Gen. _Bl~ck ~ta.ck r~plied that the United States sions by a president. It was ~1r. 
men in the gym next fall, but Wei- spoke. last Fn~ay eve!lmg on his 1m- is m Vietnam t~ preserve the free- O'Donnell's personal task during the 
lesley's Boa,·d of Admissions has press1ons of Vietnam. I do'!1 of South Vietnam. free<!om for I Kennedy administration "to keep 
again "hit the mark." Final accept- His enthusiasm for the "great peo- which they have been fighting fo r a I all lines of communication open." 
ances are in, and Miss Barbara pl:" and. remarkably beautiful !er· ~ouple of thousan~ yea~s. ~d which Ult imate Decis ion 
Clough, Director of Adml:;slons. an- r~m o~ V1e.tnam was matc~ed cnly by is still foremort m their minds. He Although it Is the duty of every 
nounced today that 480 freshmen ~1s faith m the cou~.t.ry ~ . progress ~lated, ~o::over, tha~ the hypo!het- stare member "to argue his point 
wlll be entering Wellesley next .owar.d. ~ ~ense of. md1v1dua~. re- ?Cal pos~1b1ht~ of a V1e~namese gov- of view as strongly as possible," 
year. The Board had hoped for a ' spons1b1hty for affairs of state as l'rnment s asking the United St::'.es to Mr. O'Donnell stressed that only the 
class of 480. well as toward development and in- leave would have little effect, for president can make the ultimate de· 
The greatest percentage of stu- dus~rializalion. His slides of ·every- such a government "would not be in ciMion. "No one ls even willing to 
dents in the class of 1970 comes thing Vietnamese from flame trees power long enough for us to reply." let the vice president make a decl· 
from the EaJt, with 24% from New to fishmarkels to fortificat ions con- slon at the moment," said Mr. 
E ngland, 26% from the Mld·Atlan- tributed a greater se'.lse of the coun- Film Group Offers O'Donnell. He praised President 
tic states, and 19 % from the South try and its people. Kennedy's ability to extract pertln-
(including the District of Colum- Tl'ath Not Hidden Bogey's 'Big Sle ' ent Information from his staff mem-
bia). Brig. Gen. Black emphasized the ep bers and to understand how their 
60% from Public Sc hoola extraordinary availability of informa- conclusions were reached. 
In addition, 19% come from the lion on the war. "The truth is not by Anne Murray '67 The duties of a White House staff 
Central States, 7% from the West, hidden," he said. "Every possible Guaranteed to eliminate after!loon reflect changing times. Currently, 
and 5% from foreign countries and element of the equation is available grogginess, "The Big Sleep" will be the president bolds the "most tre· 
possessions, 189 students are from - the meaning is up to the individual shown Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m. mendous power any man has ever 
private schools and 291 from public tn decide for himself." in Pendleton, under the auspices of enjoyed" but Is too busy with for. 
schools. Approximately 17% of the Typically Vietnamese, the Buddhh:t the Wellesley Film Society. eign affairs to personally involve 
incoming freshmen are alumnae problem, according to Brig. Gen - Starring Humphrey Bogart and himself in all areas of government. 
daughters or granddaughters, and Black, illuminates the country 's long- Lauren Bacall, 'The Big Sleep" 1 ndivldual Matter 
15 girls have both an alumnae sta!lding lack of a constitution, an makes an average nightmare look The structure of a presidential 
mother and an alum!lae grand- assembly and a government with the like a Dirney production. In ~he per- staff ls determined by the lndlvid· 
mother. About one-fifth of the class complete confidence of the people. c;uasive words of its purveyors: ual president rather than by the 
will receive financial aid. . The Buddhists demand all this, said "From the nymphoman·acs to the constitution and is a "matter only 
The Board of Admissions was Brig. Gen Black, but insist upon drug addicts to the murders by mis- of personality and desire," said Mr. 
again able to admit a few st>ldents criticizing from the :;idelines: they take, this film comains every pre- O'Donnell. "A very unique country 
from the waiting li~t this year, and want to wield power over a govern- posterousness of engro~ng detective and a very unique constittttlon" 
Miss Clough may use it to accept ment for which they refuse to take yarns." have Inevitably increased the bur-
another two students, as there are responsibility. The danger, cmpha· Private Eye dens, problems, and responsibilities 
usually one or two withdrawals over sized Brig. Gen. Black is that in the "An always delightfully. confusing of the president and consequently 
the summer. struggle, the Communists might take Continued on page Six those of his staff. 
Kenneth O'Donnell 
Photo by Katesy Pelgrif '68 
President Kennedy was unique in 
possessing a staff or people he bad 
known all his life and who had al· 
ways worked rlosely together. :\fr. 
O'Donnell ~ympathlzed with for-
mer President Eisenhower, who en· 
tered offire with a staff of people 
he did not know and yet was com-
pelled to trust. Citing President 
Kennedy's great advantage as his 
personal knowledge of individual 
congressmen, Mr. O'Donnell stated 
that It Is a "mistake to elect some· 
one who has no knowledge or in-
volvement with politics." 
Prealdential Confide"'ce 
Mr. O'Donnell feels that Kennedy 
had more confidence in his staff 
than Johnson, who is still search· 
ing for a "comfortable relationship" 
with the men who serve him. The 
oower of Ken!ledy's staff is a " per-
sonal reflection of the president's 
confidence." Mr. O'Donnell believes 
that a staff must change with the 
admin:stration, stating that Presi-
dent Johnson could never have felt 
ultimate confidence In men who 
had "devoted their lives to John F. 
Kennedy." 
Mr. O'Donnell concluded with a 
description of President Kennedy 
as a " totally pleasant, tough boss," 
whose most attractive qualities 
were bis intellect, sense of humor, 
total love of governmenl, and abil-
ity to work harder than anyone else. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., MAY 12, 1966 
EDITORIALS 
The More the Merrier? 
Faculty-student ratio is 11 to 1, students are 
told before th.;y come to Wellesley, and classes 
are kept small for purposes of discussion. There 
must ha-.e been a numba of surprised freshmen 
who entered their introductory psychology class 
of 201 students first term. And what about Art 
219, with 156 students Art 220, with 61; Art 221, 
with 72; and Art 215, with 91? Modern drama, in 
first term, had 80 students; the one-term Shakes-
peare course had 54. Child psychology, given sec-
ond term. had approximately 80 students. It docs 
not seem necessary to have classes this large when 
other departments, such as political science, philo-
sophy, Biblical history, and languages keep most 
of their classes, especially in their introductory 
courses, oo larger than 30 students. 
What is to be concluded from these figures'? One 
would think that there has been either a change of 
policy or a disregard for the student-faculty ratio. 
In eff.ct, neither of these presumptions is true 
p.r se. 
Miss Virginia Onderdonk, Dean of the College, 
explained that for several reasons there arc often 
more students in certain classes than arc antici-
pated. Faculty members must be secured 9 to 12 
months before the school year, yet the college 
docs not know until July what courses the entering 
freshmen will elect. In addition, many students do 
not follow th:! schedules they make in the spring, 
but change courses in the fall. Thus we see that 
faculty have to be secured at a time wh · n the actual 
needs arc not known, and imbalance will inevitably 
result in some cases. 
The alternative to this problem would be that 
classes could be closed at a certain number. This 
is already being done in a few instances. such as 
wat:: rcolor and oil painting. experimental psycho-
logy. and research methods in psychology. How-
ever. this alternative docs not seem feasible gener-
ally. when there arc courses students need to ful-
fill the major and other requirements. Nor would 
such a system give students real freedom to plan 
their academic curriculum. Because the alternatives 
to these prob1ems do not seem satisfactory. classes 
which arc larger than normal in some instances 
must be tolerated. Yet certain courses - such as 
modern drama and the one-term Shakespeare -
arc expected to be large. and perhaps because of 
their popularity they should be divided into smaller 
sections. 
A reason for large classes in Term 11 I is that 
there have been more electives than expected in 
crade 1, no-prerequisite courses. especially history, 
philosophy. sociology, and political science. The 
heavy subscription to these courses in Term III 
can be altered by offering more grade I. no-prere-
quisite courses next year in Term HI. 
As for the student-faculty ratio. Miss Ondcr-
donk explained that the administration indicates 
to each department the number of faculty it should 
have, on the basis of the student-faculty ratio and 
the total number of students in the department. 
The department then decides in what way its fa-
culty will be used. Recent shifts in policy have oc-
curred in psychology and the physical sciences, 
where thl! departments hav.! decided to use their 
faculty in a different manner. 
Students in introductory chemistry, physics, as-
tronomy, and geology spend the first semester in a 
large general lecture, before a second semester in 
small classes in their respective courses. The first 
semester large lecture, however, is supplemented 
by labs and smaller weekly discussions. The newly 
instituted large lecture course in psychology, how-
ever, is not supplemented by smaller group meet-
ings or discussions. 
The reason for the change is that the smaller 
classes in introductory psychology were gettinJ 
larger - in some cases between 30 and 40 stu-
d . nts. Believing that an enrollment of more than 
30 students in a class docs not permit the advant 
ages of a small class, the psychology department 
decided to put all the classes together. The logic 
of this move docs not seem quite clear. however. 
because the smaller the classes, the more opportu-
nity for discussion, and it cannot be denied that 
the change from a class of 35 to one of 200 is 
overwhelming. 
The purpose of the large lecture course was also 
to free faculty for upper level courses. Whether 
this should be and, in fact, is accomplished by ex-
panding the size of the introductory course in psv-
chology can still be questioned, particularly con-
sidering that many students who take psychology 
take only the introductory course. Perhaps a large 
lecture course would even discourage students from 
going on into upper level courses in the depart-
ment. 
The psychology department was reluctant to 
add any more faculty members because they find 
that new instructors arc generally not as skillful. 
Yet it can be said that a department has to add new 
members sometime. 
The department is presently contemplating the 
possibility of discussions to supplement the lecture 
course. The discussions would be Jed by well-
·qualificd seniors in a grade 111 seminar who were 
studying in depth the material being covered in 
the introductory course. 
Whether large lectures are consistent with Wel-
lesley policy of small classes is questionable, es-
pecially considering that two units of lecture arc 
now required in addition. Large lectures can also 
tend to be impersonal. particularly if readers arc 
used, and the student does not know who will read 
her exams or papers, and thus docs not know what 
the reader is looking for in a piece of work. News 
supports any attempt to enable students to discuss 
in c:mall groups - in classes. most desirably, but 
at least in st•pplcmentary meetings - recognizing 
that there arc always questions to be asked. per-
haps even more on an introductory level, and that 
opportunity for interchange between teacher and 
students engages the student more actively in her 
work and helps her not only to hear the views of 
others but also to develop her own ideas. 
Suring Housecleaning 
A kudos goes to Senate. Thanks to its members 
who patiently sat through this spring's lengthy de-
bate, next year's Grey Boo/.. will be comidcrably 
shorter, more understandable. and less restrictive 
than the present one. 
The changes in social regulations range from 
permitting freshmen unlimited 1 a.m.s and a quali-
fied blanket permission, to approving sophomore 
2 a.m.s and unlimited overnights. to removing 
Boston Area restrictions. In addition to increasing 
every student's freedom. these changes bring re-
sponsibilities. The advisory statement concerning 
all overnight accommodations will force students to 
think for themselves and to develop their own so-
cial values. 
Next week Senate will hold its final Grer Boo/.. 
discussion to review sign-out procedures: Given 
the Grey Book's regulations on 1 a.m. and 2 a.m. 
curfews, sign-outs including time of return arc 
necessary. 
House Presidents Council is in the process of 
eliminating confusing superfluous details. For 
instance, they plan to have the date posted on every 
page so that every student will not have to write 
down the date. The major topic of discussion .... the 
Senate meeting will be the content of the escort and 
destination sections of the sign-out sheet. 
We on News advocate that Senate make optional 
the information presently required in the destina-
tion and escort sections of the sign-out sheet. 
At present sign-outs are useful ( 1 ) to provide a 
fire record, (2) to contact a student when an emer-
gency arises, and most important (3) to provide 
the nightwatchmen with a means of ascertaining 
whether all students have returned to the dormitory 
by the end of the evening. (When a girl has not 
returned by I : 30 or 2: 30 a.m. the nightwatchman 
must notify the Head of House who may begin to 
search for a girl at her sign-out destination.) 
Information about destination and escort is not 
needed for a fire record. but only to reach stu-
dents in an emergency or to begin a search for 
someone who is missing. Both these objectives arc 
for the student's health and convcnierce. Yet the 
present rules aimed at achirving these objectives 
are incon"cnicnt and aggravating. They arc an in-
trusion on each student's pri\. acy. Sign-out books 
arc easily accessible. and many students object to 
ha\ mg made public where they arc going and \\ho 
is their escort. One solution to this problem \\Ould 
be to keep the sign-out books in a less accessible 
plac~. 
However. there is another difficultv in sign-
outs which moving the sign-out book \vould fll)l 
solve. It is often in~possiblc to give destination and 
escort mformation in as !!real detail as is requn:d 
by the Grey Book. Under the present rules .' stu-
dents must often fabricate addresses to satisfy spe-
cific sign-out regulations. 
New.s feels that students ~hould be a llowed tl1 
decide for themselves how much dc•aination and 
escort information they wish to include in their 
sign-out. A voluntary system would resolve the 
difficulty of fabricating specific destination<; and 
would allow a student to keep as much informa-
tion to herself as she desires. Annual fall remind-
ers could supplement such a svstcm and impre'>s 
upon students that it is to their own ad\antage to 
leave a telephone number or some address where 
they may be reached. 
Readers Write 
Re Grads 
To the Editor; 
As one or those who "are reason· 
ably happy here", I address myself 
to :'.\tiss Clapp's reply to Audrey 
Thomas' letter criticizing the Grad-
uate Program for :-:egro students. 
Frankly, the reply was disappoint· 
ing: It did not answer Audrey 
Thomas' valid criticism nor did it 
<·orrect the "factual errors" of the 
program or explain the program's 
value. 
If we ~tudents a1 e ignorant about 
the fac·ts and therefore "misled'', 
enlighten us. For our satisfaction 
and Cor the sake of the graduate 
students who wlll be coming here 
in September, (l would not like 
them to feel they are 11artldpating 
In a r·ontroversial program anrl per· 
han!> unwelcome>, it would ~e nest 
iC this matter could be taken carP of 
as soon as possible. 
81ncerely, 
Pamela Leiwh '66 
To the Editor: 
We share Audrey Thomas· "igior· 
:i!lcc of the facts•· concerning the 
r·athc•rinc Hughes Waddell Graduate 
Program, and would appreciate cor-
rect ion of these "factuJI errors." 
Sincerely, 
Cynthia Aaron "67 
Elisabeth Gecomer '67 
Anne Hall '67 
Susan Harmon '67 
.Joyce Root '68 
To lhe Editor: 
We would like to comment upon 
\tiss Clapp's recent letter to the 
~ews. We are very much disturbed 
by that letter's imolications: we did 
not find a!ly evidenee or unhappiness. 
a!ld particularly of Audrey's "persis-
tent unhapp:ness" which the letter 
implies. in Miss Thomas's letter; 
rather her letter seemed to us a 
logical and critical evaluation of the 
old and new programs for Negro 
guests. 
If some of Miss Thomas's po!nts 
had been in error, it certainlv would 
have been more beneficial· to the 
whole college community for Miss 
Clapp to have clarified and corrected 
those errors rather than to have in-
terpreted the problem on an emotion-
:::! level. 
Moreover. if Miss Clapp's intention 
was to repudiate the significance of 
the widespread unhappiness which 
does exist at Wellesley, then Audrey 
Thomas's letter was an inappropriate 
and unjustified sounding-board for 
this issue. 
Sincerely, 
Ann Hill '67 
Karin Rosenthal '67 
Cathy Miller '67 
Susan .Most '67 
Aviva Koenigsberg '37 
appeared Improperly. The student's 
letter was we believe. of general 
interest to' the eollege community ; 
it is unfortunate. however, that the 
reat·tion to her opinions took the 
form of a per,.onal criticism or the 
student. 
\\"e are somewhat surprised that 
the d1lef impression !\lbs Clapp re· 
ceived from the Jetter wa::> of "the 
writer's unha11plness : " to m1. it ap· 
peared to be a 1·onstructlvely rritl· 
<·al analysis of the ne\\ program 
anrl exc·Pptionally objeethe, con· 
siclerlng that it nec:essarlly was 
based on her personal experience 
at \Vellesley. (The Guest Junior has 
told us that she feels the year to 
ha,·e been a valuable experience, 
one which she would do again.) It 
she has '' ritten a bitter and lllogi· 
C'al tirade about how miserable she 
had been this year, :\.Iiss Clapti's 
romments might have been more 
expe1·te1l. Dut her letter instead re· 
presented to us the kind of indepen· 
dent thinking that we thoup;ht was 
e1H'ouraged here. 
This whole exl·hange raii;es sev-
eral l;;sues that lack of spare pre· 
,·ents \Ill from ~olng into. but they 
should be mentioned non<>theless; 
as a free journal of student opinion, 
these inducle (1) the role of New• 
and the unfortunate recrimination 
whkh ha!I been known to follow 
some expressions of opinion there· 
In, and (2) the prevailing admlnis· 
trative vie\1 point that what Is deem· 
ed to be unfavorable publlelty not 
be "spread abroad". 
Finally, lest our letter be ml!mn· 
derstood, we hasten to include our-
i;elvei; among that group Miss Clapp 
dlsrrlbes as being "reasonably 
happy here," but it is incidents 
s111·h as this which keep our "hap-
piness·· from being complete. 
Sinrerely, 
Roschel Holland '66 
Gail Somerby '07 
Coincidence? 
To tile E:dftor: 
I was pleased to read your 2ditorial 
on freshman rooming. It was en· 
1·011raglng not only to see Mrs. 
Tenney given c•redll for her remark· 
able Sll<'l'e!is 111 this problematic 
and fmstrntlng task. but also to 
learn or the <'hanges in policy. I am 
afraid, however, that Mrs. Tenney's 
statemenh lert me a bil perlexed. 
She "noted that 'this practice ls no 
longer an issue'." Does she mean that 
no i!li<ue exists or that the issue ls 
not one '' hlrh students can discuss 
with authority? Also, "!>he stated 
that while In prevfoui; years minor-
ity group members were usually 
roomed together, in the last few 
years this has Increasingly not been 
the case." However, It Beebe Hall 
can be taken as a representative 
;;ample, there seems to be consld· 
erable coincidence. Last year, of flt-
. teen pairs of freshman roommates, 
To the Editor; all were perfectly matched racially 
We \\ere sorry to read in the May ancl rellgloui;I) and all but two 
~ News that the letter of the pre.
1 
pairi; had simiar educational back· 
v iou~ ''eek concerning the Cather- grounds. Of this year's freshmen, 
ine Hughes Waddel Program was one of the fifteen pairs differed ('OnslJered by Mi ·s Cl t h 
· • s app o a\ e Co11ti1111ed on page five 
~&&lE~&lEW 8 
@®LL!La:@I£ News 
o,, n«I, oper.1teJ, .rnd publhhed "etl<l) on Thur<Ja)' , September throusth :'Ital' inclusive 
l \ l'\ 11t d11r1n~ Chnstma.. .un i ~prans; \ 3c3 llo n"' and clurins;: l , amination periOd, bv the 
\\ l'lh'<le" <;ol~<'"O:, ~'" s. o!fi~es in C rc<'n Hall, \\"ellt>slq· Colle 1•. Wtl11.,le' , :'Ila.,. oil81. 
! •·11 ph1m1' -3J-U.>4.> anr! - 3.>-<tJ!!U, • \ t1 •»•On !!70 . Circulation !!500 to student< ( included 
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Cars On Campus? 1 ~setzuan' Gets Mixed Review Dr. David F . Miller, Director of C.G. APPOINTMENTS Acquaintanceshlp Committee -Susan Levin 'f)l 
Elections Committee -
by EUen Jaffe '66 1 had dyoomic excitement, as in "The 
The Good Woman of Setzuan, Ber- ' So!lg of the Eighth Elephant." At 
tolt Brecht. Loeb Drama Center, May tlie conclusion, using the melody of 
5-8, 11-15. Directed oy Timothy May- ··A Mighty Fortress is Our God" was 
er. Tickets: call UN 4-2630. a broad, bold touch of parody, spot· 
Marketing and Conrumer Research 
Te's lover with Machiavellian brav- :or the Chrysler Corporatioo, will Lynn Dusinbeme 'f)l ~xtra-curricular Scheduli.ng 
Committee - Cherry Sherwin 'f)l 
Fre. hman Week Committee -
SaJly Cross '68 
Marriage Lecture Committee -
Jeni Wilder '67 
Mayling Soong Foundation -
Holly Knox '68 
Publicity Committee -
Theatricality was the keynote to lighting Brecht's rejection of the solu-
Timothy Mayer's production of The lions of orthodox religion but the· 
Good Woman of Setzuan by Bertolt lyrics lacked sharp wit and the sal· 
Breehl, now at the Loeb. The play, a vation-army chorus was overlong. 
ado. His ruthless self-interest and 
lack of hypocrisy are well-portrayed. 
If he seems to lack the kind of attrac-
tiveness that would make Shen Te 
fall in love with him, this may be an 
indication of the Shui-Ta aspects of 
.,peak to the Friends of Eoonomics, 
Wed. , May 18, at 7 :30 p.m. i'l the 1 
Pope Room on "Consumer Market I 
Research for a New Product: Chrys-
ler's Turbine Car." 
her character, emi:hasizi!lg the "ego- The turbiM car, described . by 
isme a deux" of a woman in love. Chrysler as "The car of the Future" 
parable about the impossibility of 'Egoi•me a Deux' 
being good and staying alive at the The acting showed a similar varia· 
same time. became a polyphonic tk1. Trish Archer played Shen Te, 
bl: ::-id of many kinds of drama. At the pre3titute but the only "good wo-
times the medley succeeded; at other man" in Setzuan, who finds that she 
moments. the lene went t to continue must inve:it a seco!ld self, "Shui Ta," 
this metaphor > too flat or too sharp. to account fo~ her inst'nct for ~elf 
Too Many Styles wi!I be displayed that Wednesjay on 
Mrs. Mi Tzu, Shen Te's lanjlady, tl:e campus. Dr. Miller's visit is one 
played by Janet Leslie, an:l Mr. Shu in a series of demonstrations held on 
Fu, a paternalistic capitali~t played •·ampures ra1ging from Stanford tc 
by Leland Moss, make their support- H:irvard in which students were a l- 1 
i ~g- roles into memorable, highly in- lowed to te~t drive the car and were 
d1v1dual characterizat:ons that re· 1 g1vC'!l informl'tion about the pote!ltial I 
Courtney Graham '67 
and 
Carma Morrill ' 67 
Student Education Committee -
Ann Rosewater '67 
Hathaway House Trustee -
Just as it is difficult to write about preservation. Her Shen-Te was rnme-
boredom without being boring, it mav times mocking. sometimes over-senti-
be difficult to produce "theatre of mental. so that the s incerity of the 
alienation" without creat:ng a semc good instincts were not always con-
of alienation onstage. vincing. Brecht's point is that good-
Dlsunlty from Play? ness itself is rrot " all it's cracked up 
Perhaps some of the disunity came to be: · but \\e should !lot feel that 
from the play itself, the mixture of the instinct itself doesn't exist. Miss 
fable a!ld Political satire, of poetic Archer was particularly good in the 
monologues to the audience and sharp introductory scenes and in her rap-
exchanges of dialogue. It seemed lure over Selzuan in the morning, in 
however, that effects were cultivated which she ignores the real hurt of a 
for themselves, not for their contri- fr:end and then recognizes her rose-
bution to the meaning. colored glasses. 
Brad BuTg's music sometimes As Shui Ta, she is cool and critical 
lapsed into suggestions of Tin Pan at first. gradually working up to a"l 
Alley, as in "The Song of the Water \ emotional, almost hysterical climax. 
Seller in the Rain." Elsewhere, it Dan Deitch. as Yang Sun, plays Shen 
'"Dr. Zhivago' Offers Drania, 
Emotion., Cast and Screen Play 
hy Kay Wil/i11111.s '69 
The film Doctor Zhivago is a beau- Zhivago t Omar Sharif l and Lara 
lifully conceived, intensely moving Antipov <Julie Christie 1. Yuri ha'" 
drama. It offers a fine cast under married the daughter of his foster 
good direction by David Lean and pa1ents; Lara has married a young 
beautiful photography, but it suffers revolutionary after an affair with 
at times from a somewhat misplaced Komarovsky. Both are separated 
focus. from their mates by the world war 
Distortions and meet at the front as doctor and 
The attempt le reduce Pasternak's nurse. United immediately by their 
novel to a four-hour movie is the appreciation and understanding of 
cause of much distortion. Many facets life, they exemplify the second kind 
of Pasternak's subtle approach are of man and woma"l. 
reduced to passing comments or ~ As the scene shifts to the Siberian 
nome!lally reappearing symbols - forest lands, Zhi""8go is advised to 
giving the film an obvious ring con- leave Lenin's Moscow because his 
struction hampered even more by poetry is in disfavor for its being 
frequent fureshadowings. Robert personal, emotional, and petty-bour-
Bolt's screenplay often overcompen- geois. After a long train ride in a 
sates for themes practically omitted, cattle car and a sudden meeting with 
but confirms its source with recur- the young revolutionary who has be-
rent brilliance. · come the famed a!ld ruthless General 
The fundamental theme maintains Strelnikov, life goes on as usual, 
that the sacrifice of the private and winter and revolution periodically up-
perso!lal le the public and universal setting Yuri's and Lara's affair. 
is fatal to the life of the individual Drama 
and, by consequence, fatal to the The symbols .and the quick allu-
life of the state. The personal life of sions, nevertheless, convey the ideas, 
a man possessing the gift of life and the ideas do their work well. The 
should have extended and illuminated film is engrossing and succeeds best 
such a theme. Instead, the soory in its less pretentious scenes. For 
here sets out to prove a thesis of instance, the humorless camaraderie 
Komarovsky <Rod Steiger> that there of the revolutio!laries who have coo-
are two kinds of people, the intel- fiscated Zhivago's home in Moscow 
lectual and the emotional. is portrayed amusingly but not point-
Distractions edly when Zhivago returns from the 
The sto:y is oold in flashback by war. 
Zhivago's half-brother Yevgraf <Alec Omar Sharif gives a po\\--erful per-
Guinnessl to the girl he thinks his fonnance. When he walks miles 
lo!lg lost niece, daughter of Yuri Continutd on pagt siT 
Popular Bolshoi Ballet Group 
To Tour U.S. This Summer 
by Barbara Sch/ain '69 
Thanks oo past efforts of Sol Hurok 
and an unknown number of cultural 
ministers, we in the West may look 
forward with reasonable certainty to 
a biannual visit of the Bolshoi Bal-
let. 
One would !lever know it, though, 
to see the sell-out signs at the box 
office or the preponderance of scalp-
ers. It looks as though the American 
public will continue merely to have 
its taste whetted every couple of 
years, and it is not surprising. 
Ballet with a Flare 
The Bolshoi is ballet in capital, 
11}-foot letters. They are a sort of 
semi-grounded trapeze troope, the 
Sputnik of the arts, and probably the 
most exciting ballet company in the 
world. If you plan oo be around 
Wellesley after finals <they open in 
Boston on May 31 for a week l or can 
catch them near home this summer, 
it is well worth the price of the 
ticket an~or the time and frustra-
tion you may have to spend in line. 
in New York. Probably the most 
representative of the Bolshoi's works, 
it captures the essence of the Bolshoi 
<and perhaps the Russian > spirit: 
flamboyant, theatrical, spirited, col-
orful, and athletic. 
Ballistic Llcense 
Quixote has about as much oo do 
with the Cervantes' novel as with 
Jolm Stuart Mill, except for periodic 
entrances and exits of a shoddy-Jook-
ing knight and squire. But we accept 
the ballet on its own terms and love 
it anyway. 
If Don Qui:m:ote is the Bolshoi in one 
ballet, then Maya Plisetskaya is the 
Bolshoi i!l Ol1tC ballerina. She is the 
personification of the Muscovite tra-
dition, as Fonteyn is of the English. 
As Kitri, the innkeeper's daughter 
who is the heroine of the ballet, she 
stands, characteristically, with hands 
arrogantly on hips and head thrown 
back, as though daring the audience 
to watch and believe. 
Pllsetskaya Dances 
Her technical virtuosity is amazi"lg, 
Continued on page w 1·e11 of turbine engine power. 1 
Jory 81.aj(emore '68 
~~-~~~~~ 
When school's out, 
get in on a good deal. 
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nus reviewer saw Don Quixote, 
which opeu tbe Bo6Wn en_g~merrt. 
although her dancing is a great deal We're your kind of airline. 
u do n~------~----------~ 
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Speaker To Discuss Baha'i Faith 
Students will have an opportunity to 
bear a discussion of the Baha'i faith 
by Mr. Winston G. Evans in the Pope 
Room at 4: 15 on Wednesday, May 18, 
sponsored by the Chapel Organiza.-
lion. Mr. Evans will speak on the 
theme, "Christ and Baha'u'llah." 
W. Warren Wagar of the History de-
partment, who will introduce the dis-
cussion on Wednesday, reports that a 
Baha'i magazine, World Order, will 
begin publication later this year , 
edited by Professor Firuz Kazem-
zadeh of the Yale history depart-
me!lt. Mr. Wagar will have an al'ticle 
in the first issue. 
Mr. Evans is a national 1ay spokes-
man for the B~ha'i faith. He has 
addressed many college audience and 
campus Baha'i clubs throughout the 
country, inclucl.:ng appearances at 
Harvard and M.l.T. He attended the 
Baha'i World Congress in London in 
1963 a!ld represented the Baha'is at 
Evanston in a meeting of the World 
Council of Churches. He is a graduate 
of the University of the South and a 
nat!ve of Tennessee. 
The Baha'i fa~th is a worldwide 
movement founded in Persia in the 
nineteenth century by Prince Husayn 
Ali, Who later took the name of Ba-
ha'u'llah '"Splendor of God" l. Ba.. 
ha'is believe that Baha'u'llah was 
sent by God to reveal the divine word 
to modern man, adding to the mes-
sages of Christ and Mohammed. The 
Baha'i faith is seen as the culminat-
ing. religious moveme!lt in history, 
which has the mission of unifying all 
the religious traditions of East and 
West, and of helping to bring about 
the spiritual and political integration 
of mankind. 
College Joins AISEC; Students Work 
In Europe Under Exchange Program 
Headquarters in Haifa 
Seven Wellesley students will be in Students in the AIESEC program in 
Europa this summer participating in I each country convince local busi-
AISEC, a student-organized exchange nesses to hire a foreign student for 
program for those interested in ac- the summer. The company benefits 
quiring practical business and econ- from havbg an employee with a 
omics experience. ~ound academic background and a 
The international headquarters of 
the failh is in Haifa, Israel. fa Amer-
ica its center is the s triking nine-
sided temple in Wilmette, near Chi-
cago, often visited by tourists and 
students of church achitecture. Mr. 
Fcunded in 1948 in Europe, AIESEC :resh point of view. 
!low exists in 40 countries on six con- The student, in addition lo gaining 
tinents. Within the U.S., AIESEC is 'iusiness experience, has a chance to 
composed of a national committee in ' ive and work with people of another 
New York and 68 local commitlees of ;•.:rnntry instead of being merely a 
which Wellesley's is the newest. guest or a tourist. Each trainee re-
ceives a wage on which he can Jive. 
Peace Corps Volunteers 
IN PARADISE? 
Would you believe Yap? 
Saipan? Truk? Palau? 
Would you believe two years in the South Seas 
working 1n education. health or public works? 
There are problems in paradise, and the Peace 
Corps has been asked to help solve them. 
This is a brand new program. 
On May 1, 1966, the Peace Corps was invited into 
the Pacific T rust Terri tory which the U.S. manages 
for the United Nations. Needed immediately are 
liberal arts and science students who aren' t afraid 
to work - hard. 
It's one enchanted opportunity. 
Fill out the coupon below and air mail it today.• 
r--- -------- ------------------1 
I The Peace Corps I Trust Territory 
Washington, D. C. 20525 
I am interested in going to Micronesia (Pacific 
Trust Territory) for two years as a Peace Corps 
Volunteer. I am available to start training this 
Summer. Please rush me more information and 
the special application by air mail. 
Harne (Pluse pr.nu 
Address 








C• mpus phone Home phone •ltet : I 
L-----------------------------~ 
· Within 15 days of receipt of your special application (no 
placement test is required of candidates for Trust Territory 
tours) the Peace Corps will tell you, by phone, if you are 
accepted for training. You are not obligated by submitting 
an application. 
Six Countries 
AIESEC-Wellesley tentatively began 
in the summer of 1965 when Emily 
Leonard '66 worked at the Societe 
Paul Donot in Paris under the aus-
Co111in111d on p1111 1igh.t 
for the nearness of you 
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Anna Wheeler Explains Job, 
Thanks Students For Money 
"Gi>t more people to Register . I 
tell the boys and girls about school 
and also the older people. We got 
lots of people learning now. Times is 
changing and thanks for the help." 
These are the words of Mrs. Anna 
Wheeler, a civil rights worker in 
Talliafero County, Georgia supported 
by Wellesley students. Originally em· 
ployed by the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, she and five 
other Negro women quit their jobs as 
maids to work for greater Negro 
voter registration and literacy. 
Aids for Maids 
When SCLC funds were used up in 
an emergency school drive last fall 
lhz Negro leadership in the county 
appealed to Dr. William Vogel, hus-
band of Mrs. Vogel, Wellesley psy: 
chology instructor. Enlisting Boston 
area college, church, and c1v1c 
groups to sponsor tihese wome!l, Dr. 
Vogel started the Aids for Maids Pro-
gram. 
"Mrs. Wheeler," says Dr. Vogel, 
"has probably the toughest job in the 
cou;ity. She is in charge of Sharon. 
a Negro shanty town, where the fear 
Jf the white man is greatest and the 
:ittitude most vicious. Until recently, 
nobody was able to do anything with 
he area." 
Voting, Literacy 
However, Father .Jo£eph Cooney, 
a Roman Catholic priest, was able lo 
bring wme organization to the area. 
a!ld Mrs. Wheeler is building upon 
the foundation he left. She conducts 
:i continuous voter registration drive 
which will be stepped up this summer 
in anticipation of Georgia's Septem-
ber primaries. 
In addition, she arranges literacy 
classes in which older ,often illiterate 
Negroes are tutored individually by 
Negro high school students. Through 
the literacy classes, Mrs. Wheeler 
hopes to ensure a continuing e!lthusi-
asm and legitimacy for education by 
highly respectej members of the 
Sharon community. 
Mrs. Wheeler must cope with much 
besides her civil rights work. She has 
five children, two of whom have quit 
school to help support the family , 
three of whom are stHJ in school but 
need better clothes. She pays $10 a 
month for a shack with a leaky roof. 
and only because her landlord is a 
Negro has she not been evicted for 
her work. 
Receivi!'lg nothing from ber tius-
hand, from whom she is separated. 
and SJ5 a week from Welleslev stu-
c'c!'lts, Mrs. Wheeler wrote to the stu-
de:i·s in thanks this winter: 
"We arc doing fine on the work. I 
really like the work. I am doing very 
much. I been a slave too long. I am 
Glad I can pull out from under it. 
Becau~e I have had a Hard Time. 
I'm still having problem. Can't have 
know house to live in . .Just living in 
a shack. But by the help of the Lord 
I am still living," 
Wellesley students' pledges to Mrs. 
Wheeler run until the end of May. 
With no reserve fund, additional funds 
must he raised if Mrs. Wheeler is to 
continue her work this summer. Any-
one wishing to contribute tthe regu-
lar $2.00 per month or any amou!'lt 
whatsoever should contact Stephanie 
.Judson at Stone Hall, 235-8470. 
The Wellesley Film Society's 
new president is Karen Rosenthal 
'67. Anne Murray '?7 is chairman 
of ::-•',lecial events. 
Other Film Board members are : 
Mardi Moser '67, vice-president; 
Aviva Koenigsberg '67, technical 
director; Betsy Thresher '67, sec-
reta:-y; Susan Kagan '69, treasur-
er: Eleanor Pansar '68, head of 
ushers: a!ld Judy Zaiman '67 and 
Sally MacKinnon '67, members-at-
large. 
enlisting the support of the older.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Faculty -Students Panel Considers 
Goals, Discipline of Education 
1:< tllere a juslifil-aLio11 tor educa- , shoultl bt! JUSl llle opposite." 
lion? To "hat extent is education The liberal a rts education ''can 
di><cipline·1 How advantageous is breed a social passivity" in the fe-
the doistered atmosphere of the male, stated Mr. Johnson, contra st· 
,;mall liberal arts l'Ollege? A facul· ing Wellesley to a men's college 
ty·student panel l'Onsidering the where students have a "proviso in 
goal>< of a liberal educ-ation asked the back of their brains: when I 
these and other questions last Fri- get out l have to perform." When 
<lay night in the Pope Hoom in a 'l'erry suggested a "mixture of peo-
cli!\1·11si;ion ~ponsored by the Stu· pie with the proviso, aml us," Mr. 
tlent Education Committee. Golcl affirmed that "we are living in 
Barbara Munso11 ·oti, vast c:hair-
man of SEC. aded as moderator for 
tile panel consisting of Mrs. Ingrid 
Stadler, professor of philosophy: 
Mr. Arthur Gold. professor of Eng-
lish: Mr. Hoger Johnson, professor 
of Biblical history; Vicki Spelman 
'66, former president of Cazenove; 
Terry Pristin ·01. editor of News; 
and Nancy Seymour '67, Freeman's 
new president. 
Why Educate? 
Discussing justification, Mr. Gold 
pointed out a direct social function 
of education-"to prevent a certain 
class of intellectuals (teachers) 
from going mad." Is education then 
a selfish process, asked Terry, "cul-
tivation of the individual?" Mrs. 
Stadler countered with the concept 
of i ntellectual responsibility: "The 
rest of the world wants something 
from you." Replied Mr. Johnson, 
.. The problem is not to instill the 
element of duty, but to come to 
terms with oneself and the past." 
an anachronism." He added, "One 
justification for my being here is 
solely that I wear pants." 
Socia lity Before Sexuality 
Mr. Johnson brought up the "an· 
achronism or the medieval classical 
lcleal of retreat from the world." 
Mr. Gold, on the other hand, pic-
tured the ideal college as a monas-
tery populated by both sexes. 
Turning to the problem of educa-
tional discipline, Terry asked if a 
student should neglect classwork to 
attend a lecture. Mr. Johnson, while 
praising discipline as Wellesley's 
greatest strength, stated, "Welles-
ly students have to gain the free-
dom to leave their assignments for 
the next day, or they're done for." 
To Grind or Not 
"Does it bother you when the as-
signment is not done?" questioned 
Terry. Answered Mr. Gold, "As a 
teacher I demand students hand in 
their work on time-but I'm happy 
when they don't." 
Mrs. Stadler observe.Ji that the 
Our justilications of education question was not a simple one: "To 
date back to Plato and Aristotle, be good in one's field one has to be 
noted Mr. Gold, but are these trans- a grind." Vicki, supporting Mrs. 
fe rable to the present day world? Stadler's argument and answering 
Mrs. Stadler seconded Mr. Gold's Nancy's remark that a failure of ed-
anxiety, "My teaching might be pre- ucation could be t he narrowminded· 
eluding my students from enjoying ness of specialization, offered, "A 
something they might be enjoying." specialty doesn't serve to preclude 
Why justify ? everything but to include '.·t.'' 
Mr. Johnson fe lt no need to jus- Although the panel did not 
tify education. To him lhe problem achieve a true faculty-student dis-
is one of effectiveness in teaching- cussion, and never defined a liberal 
"How can I overcome the fact that education, its members made a val-
Wellesley students don't seem to iant witty assault armed with re· 
get with discussion?" Vicki agreed I marks such as this by Mr. Johnson: 
that education requires no defense, "God died, two weeks ago in T ime. 
·'It's almost the assumption that This week we have the death of 
this life here bas to measure up to philosophy. Yet I don't feel the need 
what's coming after it, when it to apologize for God or philosophy." 
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Fine Arts Focuses on Matisse Students Lecture On Theses 
In 370 Pope Room Series 
A dozen years have passed since 
Henri Matisse died at the age of 84. 
The first comprehensive retrospective 
of his works since his death will be 
on view at the Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts through Sunday, July 3. 
The •"Henri Matisse Retrospective" 
is unprecedented in quality as well 
as scope. Featuring 354 works - 92 
paintings, 47 bronzes, 83 drawings, 
124 graphic works, cut paper collages, 
and illustrated books - the exhibition 
documents the full range of Matisse's 
creative activities. 
Loan by Picasso 
The exhibit includes 36 painti."lgs 
never before seen in America and 11 
never before exhibited anywhere. 
Pablo Picasso, Matisse's persooal 
friend and professional rival, finally 
agreed to submit ·the 1912 still life 
"Oranges" after receivhg 53 re-
quests. The artist's children have lent 
445 works from their private collec-
tions. Two examples of Matisse's 
early work were lent by the Museum 
of Fine Arts. 
by Na11cy Ross '69 
Seniors doing 370 honors work sel-
dom have lhe opportU111ity to ~a'.k with 
more than a small group of other 
majors about their theses. In an at-
tempt to present to the ~ollege 370 
topics that might be of general in-
terest, SEC initiated last week in lhe 
Pope Room a 370 lecture series. Pa-
tricia Schneider '66, sociology major. 
and Mary Ellen Fischer '66, political 
science major, discussed respectively 
Youth and Political Activity: A Com-
parative Study of Young Democrats 
and Students for a Democratic So-
c:ety and a Rumanian Nationalism 
and its Manipulation by the Commu-
nist Regime. 
Patty asked why some people be-
come student radicals and others 
don't. She exposed the misconception 
that radicals are rebellious or un-
stable individuals. In a clinical study 
of leaders of Young Dems and SDS 
.at Harvard, Patty found that lhe 
·pathways for becoming a radical are 
similar to those for becombg a lib-
eral. 
Difference in Commitment 
I the domestic popularity necessary to 
resist Soviet pressure by manipulat-
ing traditional Rumanian national-
ism.'' In 1961, she said, the Soviet 
Unio·n began pushing for economic 
specialization in Eastern Europe, a 
plan which would have forced Ru-
m:mla to serve as supplier of agri-
cultural and raw industrial materials. 
Regime Manipulates 
The Rumanian regime, i!l a series 
of "little steps" to which Russia 
couldn't retaliate, instituted an in-
dustrialization program, re-oriented 
lrade and culture toward the West. 
de-Stalinized, and emphasized the 
Rumanian national heritage. Achiev-
ing popular support and diversifica-
tion, Rumania could reduce Soviet 
influence, Mary Ellen noted. 
On May 13 .at 4: 15 in the Pope 
.Room Sally Engle will speak on her 
370 project, "The Relation of Culture 
Cha!lge and Industrialization ;n Two 
Cultures of Nigeria." 
Reader Writes ... The exhibition marks each step of Matisse's long career, from his first 
sober still lifes of the 1890' s to his joy-
ous cut paper collages of the 1950's. 
In 1890 Matisse gave up a profession 
in law to become a full-time artist. 
Though ~is first paintings are rigid 
and realistic, they betray an innate 
sense of design and taste for color. 
In 1899, Matisse began work in 
sculpture; throughout his career it 
gave Matisse a feeling for structure 
that carried over into his paint:ngs. 
A great draftsman as well as a paint-
er and sculptor, Matisse was able lo 
give his drawings form merely 
through outline, with no suggestion of 
shading. 
On view a t the Hen ri Matiss e Retrospective at the Museum of Fine 
Arts , is this self-portrait of 1918. Photo courtesy Museum of Fine Art s, 
Boston. 
"It's a mistake," she concluded, 
"l<> think of the political group in 
terms of homogeneity regarding fam-
Hy background. The major difference 
lies in commitment." 'l1he SDS mem-
bers, she noted, were morally com-
mitted to certain humanistic values; 
Young Dems generally joined to ad-
vance political careers. 
Continued from page two 
racially and religiously. It should be 
noted that each requested a room-
mate of a different background. An-
other pair represented different 
church preferences, and two had dis-
similar educational backgrounds. 
All others were identically matched. 
Perhaps Mrs. Tenney could clarify 
her statements; I am afraid that l 
am not alone Irr my confusion. 
In 1905, Matisse's palette exploded 
into brilliant colors, marking at once 
the end of lhe al'tist's sober phase 
and the beginning of a new phase in 
the history of .art. He shocked Paris 
by exhibiting at the Salon d'Automne 
lhe st.artling painting, "Woman with 
the Hat" - a iportrait of Madame 
Matisse with a pink and green face, 
vermi!lion hair, and purple hat. Cri-
tics, accusing Matisse of using arbit-
r.ary color, called him a "fauve" -
"wild beast. .. Yet he never chose his 
colors indiscriminately. The artist 
preferred to use color for its emotive 
effect rather than to imitate natural 
appearances. 
A rebel in art. Matisse was a bour-
geois in spirit. Despite his revolu-
tionary use of color , he confined his 
rebellion within self-imposed limits, 
always preserving the identity of 
whatever he painted. His brilliant, 
color-drenched canvases show his ap-
preciation of nature, civilized com-
forts, and the female figure. He once 
The Civil Service Commission 
has announced an additional test-
ing date for this year 's Federal 
Ser vice E ntrance Examination. 
The added examination will be 
held June 18, and deadlines for 
applications will be May 17. Stu-
dents should see the Placement 
Office for applications and further 
information. 
-aid, "l dream of an art that is i)Ure, 
calm, and free of disturbing subject 
matter - something like a comfort-
able armchair in which one can re-
cover from physical fatigue." 
The elcltlbition was prepared by 
UCLA's Art Galleries and Art Coun-
cil, Lhe Art Institute of Chicago, and 
Students Fork Out 
$3942 Per Year 
Wellesley students spend a median 
amount of $3942, based on a sur vey 
recently conducted among Economics 
101 students. For items besides the 
college fee of $2800, freshmen each 
spent about $300 more than the other 
classes, a median of $1510 to $1317. 
These figures exclude two vacation 
trips home and back. 
In the sample of 71 students - 44 
freshmen, 27 upperclassmen - the 
highest amount spent, including the 
college fee. was $6664: the lowest, 
$3330. 
Social Upperclassmen 
Freshme•n spend more on tran£•por-
tation, insurance and medical items, 
clothing, ' 'college living," recreation, 
and "personal living." The upper 
classes. however, spend more on 
communication and weekends away. 
Except for college living, over half 
of these expenditures were made out-
side Wellesley. The average family 
income for the sample was between 
$10,000 and $30,000. 
These figures compare to $1100 for 
college fees and an average of $636 
for other expenses in 1939-40. Ten 
years ago the college fee was $1850 
and other expense.5 were $1319. Last 
year the average student spent 
$1437 for other eiapenses. 
Abeles Show Opens In Boston 
Sculptu re, drawings, a nd p rints by S igmund Abe les , Resident Artist, 
a re p resently featured at the Tragos Ga llery, 128 Newb ury St., Bost on. 
The exhi b it, wh ich will continue t h rough May 20, includes some colo red 
etc h ings t hat ha ve not been s hown at Wellesley. 
'he Museum of Fine Arts. Boston is 
the final stop on lhe itinerary. Admis-
sion for non-members of the musewn 
is $1.00. 
Mary Ellen presented her thesis 
lhat "the Rumanian regime gained 
Sincerely, 
Kay Lehman '68 
Take your good time 
going home. 
Fly half-fare on 
Eastern via Florida. 
Florido swings in the spring - but it really swings in the summer. 
Lower off-season room rotes ore in effect. And Eastern will toke you to 
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami for half-fore. 
So toke a detour and enjoy it on your way home. Or go home first and down 
to Florido later. 
Just use your Eastern Youth ID cord, or similar cord from another airline. If 
you don't hove such a cord, it's a snap to get one -prov ided you're under 22 
and con prove it. For the specifics, stop by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket 
office. 
Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for half-
fare. You can't make an advance reservation. But if there's a seat available at 
departure time, you con f ly to any Eastern destination within the continental 
U.S. Including Florido. 
e E.ASTEFIN NUMBER ONE TO THE FUN 
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Writers Hold Peace Read-In; 
Poetry Scores Vietnam Policy 
Faculty-Student Production Hit 
by Ellen Ja!f e '66 
When I left tihe H1ead-In for Peace, 
he!d at Sanders Theatre last Tuesday, 
my arms ached, my eyes burned, and 
I felt, in the words of a poem by 
Galway Kinnell, "My crime is that 
today I go about my affairs." 
For 2Y.2 hours a group of writers 
read their ow!l and otherS' works. 
either direct comments on V:et Nam 
or personal and philooophic observa-
tions of life. As Su:san Sontag, one of 
the speakers, said, the writers and 
their audience would go home lo 
sleep, eat, make iove, or study. and 
they had come together to "bear wit-
ness" to the fact that they were 
"choking with shame and anger." 
Courage to Fear 
"We are not the makings of a new 
political movement,'• she said, and 
the audience agreed. One of the 
chief purposes of the read-in, she 
continued, was an opportunity to 
"commune with ourselves, renew our 
capacity to feel, to have the courage 
to go on being afraid," in a world of 
''gross and Orwellian hypocrisy." 
The hypocrisy and cruelty of the 
war, she believes, is perpetuated by 
"an America swollen with priggish-
ness.'' 
Mr. Robert Fitzgerald, the noted 
poet and translator, disagreed with 
Miss Sontag to some extent. While 
she called "our national honor" a 
concept both "obscene" and "a 
fraud,'' Mr. Fitzgerald pointed out 
that "wars of Jiber atlon are also 
wars,'' and that the American gov-
emment "wants peace throughout the 
world as m.ich as we do - and be-
cause we do." He believes, however, 
that an inflexible position can lead 
to Joss of perspective and proportion, 
and that a wider view of Viet Nam 
is essential in the face of the threat 
of nuclear war. He urged that Amer-
ica must niot worry about seeming 
weak, but must allow room to nego-
tiate. 
Mr. Alan Dugan, former winner of 
the Yale Younger Poets' Award, 
caused a brief moment of contro-
versy whe!l he declared that he 
agreed with Miss Sontag, not with 
Mr. Fitzgerald, but none of the other 
writers chose to deprecate the meet-
ing by drawing up lines of demarca-
tion between themselves. 
Chinese Philosophy 
The climax was, perhaps the 
speech by Mr. I. A. Richards, poet 
and critic, who had lived in Ohina 
'n'ermittently from 1926-5'.l. He read 
passages of his translation of the 
Chinese sage, Mensus, who defined 
humanity for the Chinese as Plato 
defined 'it for the Greeks and Western 
culture. Mensus emphasized the four 
virtues of wisdom, propriety, good 
:i~havior, and huma!l heartedness, 
wl:ich all men share; without them. 
Continued on pal(e seven 
RENTAL 
by Wendy Moonan '68 
Last Wednesday an alert audience 
gave up "the mumbo-jumbo of be-
lieving in reality'' oand took to the 
world of witchcraft in Christopher 
Fry's The Lady's Not For Burning, 
this year's chapel play. 
The play, comedy written in blank 
verse, takes place in fifteentih cen-
turY England in a small marlret town. 
A discharged soldier, finding life fu-
tile, cJ.aims to be the Devil, and de-
mands to be hanged by the LoW!.!1 
mayor. The mayor will not hang him, 
however; he is busy condemning the 
object of the town's latest witch hunt, 
an unjustly accused young woman 
who wants to live. The two fall in 
love. The Judge finds them innocent, 
and !ihey go off together. 
Action in Verse 
Fry is clearly more interested in 
the \.anguage of the play than with 
either plot development or character-
ization. The dialogue is clever and 
witty, while the verse. often lyrical. 
carries the action of the play so that 
little stage movement .:s '1ecessa·ry. 
The simple plot, with ils predictable 
denouement, is laken from a German 
i".hort story and is unimpo1fant lo 
Fry's message. 
Fry 's characters are fairly easy to 
understand, even the eccentric ones, 
because they depict human nature. In 
recognition of the human situalion, 
o·ne laughs with these characters, not 
at them. 
CORCORAN FORD is a National Franchised System of Ford 
Dealers. All cars are fully insured, completely equipped and 
spotlessly clean: A CAR FOR EVERY NEED. 
e Next time you need an ... xh«""car ... for an hour, a day, a 
week or a month •.. rent a brand new Ford from us. 
e It's quick, easy, and the rates are surprisingly low. • 
.. . --------------------------------., 
Ask for 
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN, Mgr. 
Tel. 235-6800, Ext. 32 
In theory, Fry doos not try to make 
his characters talk a"ld act "like real 
people" as does Ibsen. Fry says, "the 
realistic play is not realistic at all, 
but is just a slice off the top of exist-
ence . . . The realist would observe 
that this is Mr. So-and-so, that he 
<has a beard and an accent and a 
mole on his face. But the human be-
ing is far more peculiar .. . mysteri-
ous . . . creative.'' 
If the play has one purpose, it is 
to affirm the meaning and worth of 
life, though one is never told how 
One senses it L"l the mystery and 
fantasy of love, well expressed 
through the poetry of the play. At-
tracted by the young witch, the cyni-
cal Thomas asks, "What guile . . . 
give our eyes a special sense to be 
deluded above all animals?" But he 
laler becomes resigned to living an:! 
ncncludes, "We may as well suffer as 
wi'.tily as we can." 
Faculty 'Oelights Audience 
Consideri·ng the chapel setting, with 
its bad lighting and difficult sealing. 
the faculty-student productio:i, under 
the direction of Nancy Heller '67, was 
a grand success. The audience raWed 
to Fry's wit, laughing an:i clapping 
for their f·avo'fite teachers. They saw 
the humble orphan Richard, ali·as 
Philip Phibbs, assistant professor of 
political science, tearfully scrubbing 
the floor. A few scenes later, they 
ve~e genuine!y moved watching Mr. 
Phibbs in a new role, tenderly hold-
· ng ha"lds with Alizon, played by 
·-:ate Toll '68. Kate was able to show 
a ycung girl's thoughtless sweetness 
·vith radia::it smile and high voice. 
The eavesdropping antics of the Judge 
played by Mr. Kuntz and of the Ma-
yo:, played by Mr. Cooper, aim de-
ligh~ed the audience. 
~ost notewortihy were the perform-
a-'.'lces of Duncan Aswell, assistant 
'>rofe~sor of English, Grorge Stambo-
lian, im:tructor in French, and Allyne 
Ross '67. Mr. Aswell succeeded in in-
flecting 20th ce!ltury scorn in his con-
'iemnatic·n of 15th century astrology. 
As Thomas, the Byironic Mr. Stambo-
lia:l l'thely floated from person to 
.,erro:i, b:mtering with all in prepos-
terous language. Allyne, as Janet, 
· uccessfully combined a lyrical man-
ner with spirited teasing to win Tho-
mas. The two made the dialogue of 
poetry seem so natural that Fry's 
·ra·w was occasionally lost. 
Fry's difficult play elicited profes-
· :cr:·a' performances from both stu-
-ien·c: and facul ty. Special note should 
also be made of the excellent cut-
ling job done by Oh.airman Diana 
Wolfe. '68 and Nancy Heller '67. 
While considerably shorter, the play 
remained cogent and comprehensible. 
("Room f ' Exhibit Experinients 
With Matter, Medium, Means 
hy A1111 Arm.1·tro111: '67 in another, she completely ig!lores 
depth considerations. 
Since the beg:nning of Term III , Although some of the paintings are 
Susan Gill '68 has been showing some water colors, most of the works are 
of her paintings at Room f. The ex- in oil. Here, too, one sees the artist's 
bibit, which will be on vie";' through e)(perimentation. In the triptych the 
Monday, May 16, demonstrates a paint is applied thickly, while the 
great variety in subject matter, style portraits are handled in a smoother, 
·and medium, and is well worth exam- more delicate marmer. 
ining. Next Year's Exhibits 
Sue paints portraits, nudes, plant One of the main reasons for estab-
life, and what this untrained art critic lishing Room f was to provide a gal-
would call " abstract themes." The lery where students could show their 
best example of the last is t>he trip- work. Although the e"'hibits this year 
tych on the left as one e!lters Room f. have mainly been paintings and pho-
Experimenting with Styles ·tography, Room f's wall space is 
However. the viewer is struck per- -available for all types of student 
haps more by the variety in ~tyle work. 
than by the variety in subject mat- Room f hopes to display a greater 
ter. One senses the artist's experi- variety of exhibits next year. Any 
mentation with styles as a means of suggestions for possible exhibits 
aristic growth. In one painting she should be directed to Laura Grosch in 
pays much attention to perspective; Davis. 
Theater Group Presents .. . 
Continued from page one Ginny Hammonds '69 playi; 
wife's lover," will be acted by Johi "sweet" Anne Page, whosa three ad· 
Murnane, whose last of many roles mlrers include Doctor Caius (her 
here was Baron Tusenbach in Three mother's choice), Slender (her 
Si&ters. father's choice ) and, as her own 
The host or secondary l'ha:·acters d1oke, Master Fenton (Joe Upton). 
includes querulous old Justice Sha!- She manages to s lip off with Fenton 
low (Paul Donlon), his willowy during the wild melee of the finale, 
cousin, the wistful, Master Slender but not before a ludicrous duel has 
(Stephen Lambert) , the peppery been engineered on her behalf be-
French physician Doctor Caius tween the most aggressively tlmor-
(Richard Glover) , and the bizarre ous antagonists who ever foiled 
Welsh parson Sir Hugh (Edwin each other. 
McDonough) . Mistress Page justly rejoices in 
her pranks: 
Doctor Zhivago . . . "We'll leave a proof by t hat 
which we will do, 
Continued from page three Wives may be merry, and yet 
t hrough a bitter Siberian blizzard ho nest too." 
trying to reach Lara or is stricken But the pure comic foolery finely 
with a 1heart attack trying to catch a exemplifies Falstaff's footnote: 
girl he •hinks is Lara, the experience ''Wh en night dogs run, al l sorts 
is made very real. In spite of their of deer a re cha&ed." 
performances, neither he nor Julie 
Christie fit the categories they are 
illustrating. Geraldine Chapli!l as 
Zhivago's wife and Tom Courtenay 
as Lara's husband fit discouragingly 
well. 
Film Group ... 
The Book-of-the-Month Club has 
Continued from page one 
private eye film of the 1940's,'' re-
lates the description, ''the film in-
volves the private eye's efforts to 
save a decadent millionaire's daugh-
announced an annual writing fel-
lowship program for college sen-
iors. Fourteen fellowships of 
$3,000 each will be awarded to be 
used after graduation without re-
striction. Application blanks may 
be obtained from the English De-
partment. Students who will be 
seniors in the 1966-67 year are 
eligible. 
ters from a blackmail scheme " 
Pauline Kael has ~d of the film, On Saturday, May 14, Bradford 
"Although you may not be able to Jr. College, Pembroke and Spring-
follow the plot, the dialogue makes field Colleges will come to Welles-
it." ley to join in a Tennis Playday. 
The film which may wcceed in Both singles and doubles matches 
"out-grossing" as well as engrossing will be featured on the Central St. 
the meanest imaginations, promises and hockey courts, starting at 10 
to be yet a?tother 'stirring and re-
1 
a.m. Spectators are most wel-
vealing' commentary on our oh-so- come. '------~-----t_rou_bl_ed times. Bogart Style. ___:1.:---- --- --!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!"'!!!!l!!!ll.... 
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Dads Whoop It Up on their.Day Spring Concer~ To Feature 
Late Mozart Quintet, Sonata 
<Ed. note: The following letter was 
received by a student from her !la-
ther tha'lking her for Sophomore Fa-
thers' Day. The bold breaks and r.ub-
heads are our additions. l 
theme, and the deroration:s were in-
teresting to say the least. But I was 
wondering: 1how did the girls in the 
new dorms slap together a statue 
that big in such .a short time? 
Rambunctious 
Chamber Music Society will feature 
two late works by Mozart. in its spring 
concert on Sunday, May 15 at 8 p.m. 
in Jewett auditx>rium. This is the last 
of three concerts the Chamber Music 
Society gives throughout the year. 
of the Music Department will per· 
form four 1nstrumental dances from 
John Dowla!ld's Lachrimae, or Seven 
Tears, figured in seven passionate 
pavanes. "Well, daughter, your mOOber is 
finally speaking to me again. I guess 
she fir.oally realized that it wasn't my 
fault aboot the date of the weekend. 
Anyway, I want to thank you for such 
a fine time at Wellesley. On the way 
home, we fathers thought it would be 
nice if this could be an annual event. 
But then we decided that a rampag-
ing weeke!'ld like it every year would 
be too much - for you girls, that is. 
Going to classes with you on Fri-
day was certainly enlightening for 
this old dad. It's been a long time. I 
also enjoyed the "Troja'l Women," 
but it was all Greek tx> me. <Heh, 
heh. l . . . I was surprised to see that 
lhere weren't many fathers or girls 
for d'111ner in the dormitory on Fri-
day night. Does this happen often? 
Harvard Impersonators receive tndl-
tlonal dunking in Lake Waban follow-
ing Hoop Roling. 
The Quintet for Strings in C major, 
K. 515, will be performed by Emily 
SancUer '67, Dorothy Furber '67, Mar-
'ha Teeter '66, aDd Mr. Jander of 
the Music Department. Lyn Tolkof 
'66 and Kathy Kolb '66 will perform 
Sonata for Two Pianos in D major, 
K. 448. Both Lyn and Ka<thy have re-
ceived Fulbright Fellowships for 
'iudy .abroad next year. 
The program will conclude with 
Rhapsodie for Two Flutes, Clarinet 
and Piano by Arthur Honegger. Hon-
egger is a twentieth century Swiss 
composer and a member of the fia-
mous past-World War I group named 
by Cocteau "Les Six." This work is 
still impressionist in style and is a 
beautiful example of French wood-
'" • .d wrili!lg. The work will be per-
tormed by Anne Conley, '67, flute; 
Virginia Scholl, '69, flute; Judy Dietz 
'67, clarinet; and Kathy Winslow '68, 
piano. 
"Pop Art" was really a clever 
Saturday was really quite a ram-
bunctiCl'l.1s day. Breakfast in the dorm 
was nice. In fact, it took me back to 
the old days in the service - only we 
had a less nice name for "fluffy whip-
ped eggs and hot-buttered toast." I'm 
sorry I scowled at your little photo-
~ 
-- 1 -
" grapher friend, but you k!'IOW how 
hard it is for me to smile before my 
ritual two oops. I'm glad I finally 
f<>Wld out what hoop-rolling is. I bope 
that the winner gets married soon. 
And good luck to yw in your hoop-
race, daughter! 
DI Chapman, winner of Senior Hoop 
Rolling on Sophomore Fathers Day. 
Photo by Robin Reisig '66 
Quick Switch 
The blotters were truly a work of 
pap-oriented art! Please stop fretting, 
your one red blotter on that field of 
gray was quite stunning. Besides, you 
switched so quirkly that very fe\1 
people said anything at all. The skit 
was extremely clever. lt lakes a 
vivid imagination to picture Wellesley 
as so depe!ldent on the Greybook 
that social chaos would erupt if it 
were taken away. But there's o~e 
part of the skit that I didn't catch. 
Whal is the significance of the cello 
case and the campus cops? . . . 
It's too bad that we couldn't find 
your professor during the department 
open houses, bul the coffee was good 
anyway. 
Up With Jitterbug 
The program will be completed by 
works from the 6th and 20th cen-
turies. A recorder consort including 
Judith Rubinstein '66, Bronwyn 
Hughes '66, Sarah Snell '68, Leslie 
Brotherhood '67, and Mr. Crawford 
Setzuan Review ... 
Continued from page three 
Mr. John Crawford of the Music De· 
partment coaches the performers of 
the Chamber Music Society. 
~o much more obvious than others 
that the result was disconcerting. 
Another Fare of Brecht 
Peace Read-In . .. 
After my having lunch with the 
president, with faculty members and 
deans. •there is one thing that you will 
never be able to complai!l about again 
- ·and tihat's the food. I will agree to 
one complaint though. Our walks over 
the campus perauaded me that car< 
are a necessity here, not a luxury. 
main long after the curtain falls. This 
is also true for some of the horde of 
people who swoop down around Shen 
Te: Pam Price !Wellesley '671, Fran· 
cine Stone, Johanna Madden tas Mrs. 
':ihi!l l, Beatrice Pai:pert and Tom 
Jo!les 1 a husband and wife >. Eve!! 
.1ore. perhaps, could have been done 
'o delineate these smaller characters 
'.md fuse them into the production. 
'Jlhe gods, played by Arthur Fried-
man, J.D. McLaughlin, and Daryl 
Palmer, were of course a different 
~tory. Their roles are highly stylized 
- epitomized by gold masks and by 
their cloud-like chariot which whisks 
them away from troublesome earth; 
on the other ha'ld, they have impar-
tant thematic significance, wtiicb 
they interpreted creatively through 
voice and gesture. 
Continued from page six 
"man is not: he is not human.'' 
Mr. Richards discussed the remote-
ness of Chinese culture from ours, 
despite this common humanity, for 
the Chinese see themselves as the 
civilized people surrounded by boar-
barians - especially the aggressive, 
colonizing Western powers. He em-
phasized that, in China, llhe worst 
thing one ca'l say about a person is 
that he is "violent." They have a 
circumstantial view of human na-
ture: "In a good year, Children are 
reliable; in a bad year, they are 
violent." 
Private and Public Experiences 
Of the other Poets who read, sev-
eral had connections with Wellesley. 
Mr. David Ferry, Associate Professor 
of English, read three poems, "Scene 
at a Window," "The Sculpture of 
Dmitri Hadzi," and "On a SU!lday 
Marning," in which he described a 
walk with his Child: they found a 
page from a newspaper, '"a leaf fal-
len from a terrible tree. . . . It is 
mthing to him and nothing ·to me, 
this SUnday .' 
Mr. Barry Spacks, husband of Mrs. 
Patricia Spacks, Associate Professor 
of English, read several poems: "A 
Fourth in Philadelphia," recalling 
the Fourth of July; "Finding a Yid-
dish Newspaper O!l the Long Island 
Railroad"; a section of "Three Songs 
for my Daughller;" and "Exercises: 
The Egg,'' a wry comment on an 
attempt t;o isolate onreself from the 
world. 
The Ape and I 
"The Death of King Kong" <was 
the pun intentional?) was X. J. Ken-
nedy's oomment, an essay for "so far 
Viet Nam makes me feel only pro-
saic." Mr. Ken!'ledy, who has taught 
poetry at Wellesley, described King 
Kong as a "beautifully innocent'• ex-
pression of the excitement and desire 
to escape from boredom, frustration, 
and mechanization that war offers to 
many people. He said the "abiding 
appeal of the ape" lay partly in his 
resemblance to man, partly in t!Je 
image of the misunderstood beast i.'1-
side us who "fails to turn back into 
the handsome prince." The movie, he 
feels, has acrueved lasting popular-
ity - it is the most frequently soown 
monster movie - because of its ap-
peal to "displaced animal spirit in a 
machine jungle." 
Robert Bly read the most sardonic 
and extremist poetry; it Wrut defin· 
dtely topical and polemic, and caused 
responsive but slightly hysterical 
laughter throughout the audience. 
O!le, "Hatred of Men with Black 
Hair," traced the war in Viet Nam 
back t'o the unfiniShed conflict with 
the American Indian, a case of in-
sane repetition of an act. 
Cummings Caps Bly 
Aoother, "C~ Small-booed 
Bodies,'' visualized military glee in 
having the bodies of the Vietna..miase 
small enough to spread a whole 
year's kill on a desk-oop. "John&JO's 
Cabinet Watched by Ants" described 
the hypocrisy of the war; adapted 
from a story by Hawthorne, it visual-
ized the "night-selves" of the cabinet 
members carrying on the war, in the 
depths of a forest ritual, while the 
"day-selves" spokie about peace. 
Mr. Bly also read a poem by Woalt 
Whitman on the electiO'll of the 16th, 
17th, and 18th Presidents, and e.e 
-:umming's marvelous satire, "Next 
10 of course God I love you America." 
Tragic-Comic Visions 
David Ignatov read a series of his 
direct, honest paems, combinations of 
realism and imagination. "How come 
nobody's being bombed today?" de-
manded one. Another envisimred New 
York, America, the whole world bur-
ied in a sudden upsurge of soap. 
foam. A third recounted two tele-
phone poles halfway across the world 
that flew up like missiles, alerted the 
radar, exch.a!lged places - and then 
sprouted leaves. 
Alan Grossman, Ann Sexton, and 
Thomas Boyleston Adams, the Demo-
cratic candidate to the Senate in 
Massachusetts, were the other poets 
woo read. The evening was moder-
ated by Mr. William Alfred, professor 
of English at Harvard, whose play 
"Hogan's Goat" is running i.'l New 
York. "All true poems are pacifist," 
said Mr. Kinnell. Like ITlQSt of tlhe 
writers, he urged that man had to 
move from a practical, real-politi.k 
attitude toward a greater awareness 
of higher values. He quoted a Per-
siaru Poem: "lf your eyes are free 
from the mirage, do not be proud of 
the sharpness of your vision. Your 
freedom from this optical illusion 
may be due to the imperfectness of 
your thirst."' 
Bolshoi Ballet ... 
Continued from page three 
more than a mere succession of 
breathtaking feats. As her partner 
holds her abov~ him, for a moment 
she seems suspended, motionless, in 
the air. Then she is the flashing, very 
earthy Kitri again. 
Vladimir Tikhunov, who partnered 
Plisets.kaya, is excellent, whether act-
ing or dancing; it is o!'lly besides the 
prima ballerina that he pales. Thie 
soloists are amazingly good, and the 
corps is comparatively well-di.sci· 
plined. 
Offers Spirit and Joy 
The. Bolshoi is oot as classically 
restramed as the Leningrad-Kirov, 
and as the official showcase of Sov:iiet 
achievement, it naturally retaim a 
slightly circusy aura. A oompany that 
must substitute a more ideologically 
suitable happy ending for the beauti-
fully tragic traditio!lal one of Swan 
Lake will suffer in some ways by 
comparison with freer Western rom-
panies. But tk Bolshoi brings to the 
stage an elan, an utter and tm-
ashamed joy in dancing which, in 
combination with an amazing tech-
nical virtuosity, makes it unique. 
But I must admit that my favorite 
event of the weekend was the Satur-
day night dance. It took you girls 
awhile, but you finally caught on to 
the Art ot Dancing. Down with the 
frug and up with lhe fox trot! Junk 
!Jhe jerk, bring 011 the jit'erbug! 
Those are my mottos. I'm sorry that 
we had ,to leave the dance early, but 
it was a lo!'lg day, and you looked as 
if you needed oo rest. 
P.S.-l'm urging your sister to air 
ply to Wellesley. Ttrree more years 
and she'll be a sophomore." 
As Wong the Water Seller, Steve 
"(aplan was too jovial, conveying too 
much the attitude, "So you think you 
got problems?" Raye Bush, Yang 
Sun's mother, had fine moments, but 
also failed to maintain a CO!lsistent 
tone. In fact, the acting suffered from 
too m:my styles too close togebher. 
This was epiomized in the make-up; 
't W"..ts fine for Shen Te to have a 
natural face while the other charac-
ers were made-up as if they wore 
masks, but some of these masks were 
The play was colorful, through 
Lewis H. Smith's costumes, Eric 
Martin's ;lllgenious set, and, especial-
ly, Robert DeNormandie's lighting. 
1 The inner set with its rtructure of 
shops and bamboo screens, was more 
effective than the pagoda front, I 
thought>. 
l'his has been a good year fur 
Brecht in Bosto!l. The Loeb produc-
tion shows another of his faces 
although perhaps a masked one. 
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
SUMMER SCHOOL IN 
FRANCE_ from June 17 to July 28 in Paris at t~~ Cite Universitaire, a cen.ter for 
students from all arts of the world. ht add1t10n t~ the courses taught m pre-
vious years, we are also offerin~ .an advanced ltterature course conducted 
entirely in French and an intens1f1ed language program at all .levels. Other 
courses taught in English and centered on Modern France - ltt~ratu!~· art, 
and philosophy. Open to all women students in colleges and umvers1t1es at 
the undergraduate level. 
For information and applications write : 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
BRONXVILLE, NEW YORK 
DEADLINE DATE EXTENDED TO: JUNE 1, 1966 
GREEK TOUR . 
Also inquire about the tour of Greece and the Greek Islands followmg the 
sum~er sessjo~s - July ~0-August 12. $410 00 
Leavmg by ship from Venice · 
BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL 
fl.18 UNnMf .5T A TIS MfJl(O .,.,,, AMl..e\ and 
OFFERS YOU A CAREY 
IN THE SKY 
FLIGHT HOSTi:SS 
Wear the world famous Pucci 
fashions as you fly in tho most 
fascinating career £or women 
today. 
~eourn:r1.1.> ; 
Ai:e: 20 - 27 Hc1i;1 2" lo 5' ll" 
Morita!; ~ln~IB W ~ t: Mu. l~ 
l::clucnllon: H.S. J:: dunto 
Vl•ion: 20/f>O or dlcr 
Cnnl~d> .icco ablo 
ConvcruUonnl Spanl•h clcslral>le 
First y~.,r s~larly up to ~48 per month 
with ?Ofiodlc lncro;uc1 to $$la plua 
libor•I expense -.11ow~nce. 
wmTE TO EMPJ.OYMENT MGR.: 
!>RANIF1'' INTERNATIONAL; P. 0, 
BOX 35001, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235. 
LOCAL INTERVIEWS TO BE CON· 




Saturday, May H - Komitas, Chor-
al Society of Bosto!l, with Rouben 
Gregorian directing, presents the nth 
Annual Concert of Armenian Music. 
Cohan Arts Center, Tufts University. 
8:30 p.m. $3 and $2. 
Sunday, May 15 - Violinist Charles 
Castleman plays .at the Isabella Stew-
art Gardner Museum at 3 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 18 - New Eng-
land Conservatory Choral Co!lcert will 
feature the Boston premiere of Lu· 
toslawsky's "Trois Poemes," in Jor-
dan Hall. 8:30 p.m. 
THEATER 
Friday, May 13 - Theater Work-
~hop production of The Blood Knot, a 
one act play, at Cambridge Center, 
42 Brattle Street. $1. 
Wednesday, May 18 - The Theater 
Company of Boston will present a 
new revue, The Way Out of the Way 
In, at the Hotel Bradford Roof. 8 p.m. 
Playing through Saturday, May 14 are 
Mame, starring Angela Lansbury at 
LOST AND FOUND 
Claim all lost articles at the in· 
fom1ation bureau before the 
Sale, May 18 
SE:\'. IO RS 
VW need waxing? Dented? 
Srrakhed? A WllS jr. polishes 
them in hi~ spart> time and floe<> a 
thorough and beautiful job. C:uar-
anleed to look like new. SIO. Call 
Barbara, 235-1079, for details. 
FOR SUMMER SUBLET 
S·Room Apartment in Cambridi?e-
lbrdroom <air conditionedl, balh, 
dining room. study, kitchen, <en· 
lr)· ro~·erl , livin~ room. 
Full) Furni•hed Livin~ room air 
(·onditioned. 
,\ddress - right oH Ma~s. Ave .. 
one block from I.aw School and 
Square. 21 C'hauncy, Apartment 2 
<rirst floor> 
Price: $140. month 
To See: Ca11 C'urrent Occupants: 
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford 
826-4189 
Claw school - 3rd year) 
blue ridge 
/,,~ 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., MAY 12, 1966 
the Shubert, He Who Gets Slapped, by 
Andreyev, at the Bosto!l University 
Theater and a comedy by S. N. Behr-
man, Jacobowsky and the Colonel at 
the Wheelock College Theater. 
Thursday, May 12 at 8:30 and Fri-
day and Saturday, May 13 and 14, at 
6:30 and 9:30 - Theater Company of 
Boston as part of the Irish Arts Fes-
tival presents Cathleen nl Houlihan by 
Yeats, Ea•ter 1916 by MacLiammoir 
and Ivy Day by Mary Manning. 
ART 
The exhibit, "Henri Matisse Retro-
spective," continues at the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts. The show fea-
tures 354 works and fully documents 
Matisse's development and achieve-
me:its in each medium, 
MOVIES 
Thursday, May 12 - Wind Across 
the Everglades will be shown by the 
MIT film society \n the Earth Sci-
ences building at 8 p.m. and IO p.m. 
MUST SELL because I can't take 
it with me. Low mi'eage. Fully 
equipped. Mint condition. Brand 
new Dunlap Roadspeed tires. 




Work for a year's time in Educa-
tion, Health Services and Social 
Work in development area<: in I~· 
rael, or partidpate in communal 
living in a Kibbutz, Next available 
group for departure, June 1966. 
Interested applicants between 19-
30 should ~rite or cal! immediate· 
ly: 
MR. GIDEON SPIEGEL 
SHERUT LA' AM 
17 Commonwealth Avenue 
Bost-On 16. Massachusetts 
(617) co 7-3600 
summer 
This summer GO PAINT-
ING IN BLUE RIDGE 
MOUNTAINS. Excellent 
food. Top instruction 
drawing, painting by 
George Solonevich, in-
ternati ona I ly known. 
Classes never larger 
than 12 with two in-
structors. Brochure: Blue 
Ridge Art Studio, Rt. 7, 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS AI SEC Program ... with the Norwegia.'1 State Railways in Oslo, Caroline Meirs '66 with the 
Continued from oasre four Agenzia Generale di Lugano, Ann Anyone Interested in helping to 
pices of the Harvard Committee. This Armstrong '67 in Solothurn, Switzer· revive Young Democrats at Wel-
year Susan Reichgott '67 will be with land, and Mary Wesselman '67 in lesley Is invited to attend an or· 
Guiness Stout in Dublin, Collette Paris. ganb:ation meeting on Tuesday, 
Wood '66 with Daimler-tMercedes> Students interested in the AIESEC May 17, at 4:15 in 300 Billings. 
Benz in Berlin, Diane Donley '67 with program for the summer of '67 who Suggestions for projects will be 
a bank in Athens, Judy Margolis '66 will be in the Boston area this sum- discussed and opportunities for 
$1.00. --- - mer. and could help with receptio!l of campaign work will be presented. 
f g t h h Id t t Malco'm Peabody, brother of for-T.hursd.ay, May 9 ·- The .100 Blows, -.~re.1 n ramees 
1 
ere, s ou con ac_ 
a film directed by Francois Truffaut. .Jm1ly. Leonard ~ates Hall>.- Work mer Governor Endicott Peobody 
at the DeCordova Museum in Lincol!t. I mg this summer will greatly 1~c:ease who is a candidate for the Dem· 
8. 15 lhe student's chances of obtairung a ocratie. nomination for Senator, 
· · . . . foreign position next summer. will briefly discuss the Peabody 
Darling is at the Park Square Cm· M W I 'd t 1 t campaign. Coffee will be served. 
ema Doctor Zhivag at the S ary esse man, pres1 en -e ec • 
and 'A Patch of Bl 0 t th E atxon will hold meetings next fall to explain Call Nan~y Kleeman, 235-0842, 
To Die in Madrid is at the Paris and e program m grea er e a1 . -;;-;;-;;-;:-:.:;:::;:::;:;;;;.::;:;.;;;;;;::;:::;:;;;;;;;;;;.._ ue a e xe er. th · t d t -1 I with questions 
the Wellesley Community Playhouse - - -- •' 
is showing Our Man Flint and Laurel GET DISCOUNT CARD Thirty for $1.00. Wallet-size, black 
and Hardy's Laughing Twenties. on Patent Medicines - Vitamins - and white snapshots made from 
MARK STEVENS 
famous·name shoes 
Feminine Footwear Fa•hions 
Attractively Low-Priced 
564A Washington St., Wellesley Sq. 
CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
Wellesley National Bank 
Open Friday night 'tll 9 P.M. 
SAILING EXPEDITION, CAR· 
IBBEAN, Share adventure. ex· 
penSf': Air mial yate f'airwinds, 




to make -....111111,.,. 
Manhattan 
your home town 
I 
~I 
,> unrqut· ton,ult.;1g 'U\oll' I 
l1>r new ~C\\ 'r orker' 
apartments / roomnufr' / job\ 
soci•liling 
for :ree boo~l1•t Thi'£,,,, \\rl\ 
or for mPrt' 1n1orrn,u1un 
clip, lrll ouf mdrl lhl' 
coupon belo" 
lo: Mrs. Judy Weil, MIM, 
140 Eut 72nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
0 Please <end mt· a cop, ur 1 h<' la•y 
Way 
Name~--------~ 
School _______ _ 
Addr~ss ________ _ 
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Etc. at any portrait during May. Delivery 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) time, 10 days. BUBERT'S PHOTO 
572 Washington Street SUPLIES, 543 Washington Street, 
opposite Village Church Wellesley. 
Call CE 5-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills CEdar !1-0047 
Ev4M'ling1 at 7:~ 
Sun. Continuous ee1tnnlnt 4: 11 
1\Tn"-• ShowinP'! Fnlfc Tuec. Mav 17 
.T amec ('ohton anlf T ..-e .T Cobb in 
"OUR MAN FLINT" 
also "LAUREL AND HARDY'S 
LAUGHING 20's" 
Saturdav Afternoon, Mav 14 
"LAUREL AND HARDY'S 
LAUGIDNG 211's" 
and CARTOONS 
Wed., Thurs .. Fri .. Sat. May 18-21 
James Stewart in 





2: 10-4: 30-7-9:30 




ORIENTAL & SOUTH SEAS CUISINE 
LUAUS every day 
• 
UPSTAIRS VISIT THE 
WAIKIKI LOUMdE J FEATURING THE MOST UNUSUAL 
DISCOTHEQUE 
IN TOWN \I 
-· l..U't1r ... 01.wt::...· "' 1.ovu10M suur ~~IOilON • •7' 4US 
--.: 11 AM TO 1 AM DAllT 
:10\lTJ{ S17~ 
CANTONESE EXOTIC 






Tues. & Thurs. 
1-3-5: 10 
7:20-9:30 
WBS 640 AM ON YOUR DIAL 
7: 30-8: 30 a.m. Strictly for the Birds 
Tues, May 17 - 7 p.m. Arthur Miller's After the Fall 
8 p.m. Folk Hour 
9 p.m. Debussy Concert 
Wednesdays 3 :30-5 p.m. French Rock 'n Roll 
Have a Carefree Summer 
Use Our Protected Thifty 
Storage Facilities 
ii!!!!~!:!!=~~ Roanoke, Va. 
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed 
computer for a,I ive, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer 
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take 
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people? 
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons 
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any 
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central 
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be 
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and 
background as computer science makes possible. 
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are 
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous 
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their 
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and 
highly acceptable. 
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So 
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
We clean and storage your winter garments and return 
them in the fall ready to wear. 
Free pick-up and Delivery service. 
CaU LAWSON CLEANERS 
150 E. Central St., Natick, Mass. 653-0582 
The Wellesley National Bank 





where banlcinc ia made convenient 
fcx the Well~~ley Colleiie Studerits 
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